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. ABSTRACT· ·, ,I' 
'I ·.,, 
. <'.}' 
- ' ' -: . ' . ' 
1
.' This thesis presents the results ~nd anaiysis of an - . . - .-·. -. , - , ' 
•·-~ ,· ;• . 
-. __ · < .. · · i' experimental investig~tion, to: dete_rmine the· s~gnif{cant parameters 
.~ 
:influencing the fatigue life of beams with ~~welde·a partial length_ - ' 
·---~---· 
.poverplates •. 
.. .... ,;"" 
..... . 




- ... · 1. type of beam, 
.. 
2. type of· end detail, . 
.. •. 3. type of steel, and 
4. nominal stress at ·frhe. :cover·pla.1:~ teI'min.us. 
Rolled arid weld-ed be~m specimens• with ~quare ended cove-rplates, 
I .. 
with an. \a?ithout t·ransverse end welds, were fabricated from A36, 
·' 
A441., and A514 ·ste.el. The sp~cimens were tested in a factorial 
.. 
experiment design to determine· the effect of t·he nominal minimum 
. 
' stress and st.ress · range at the coverp+at.e· terminus. 
j The r.esults of the experiment· were analyzed statisti-
cally using analysis of variance and regression analysis. The . -
~ 
1 







coverpl~te terminus. The ·infl~e;nce of_ type of steel, type of 
beam, ·and minimum ·stress was quite small and considered insignif-
icant for design purpos-es. The coverplate without· ah end weld 
. -··-------·---- - ------- - -- ----·--·- -···----· ------·--·· ·-
-----------·-- ~~ ---- -
. 
exhi.bit·ea ~-. longer _fatigue life but visible cracks formed sill\Ul-
- ···-· - ·--· --- - -- \ .. 
taneously at both end details. 
. .. ;,: ·-· 
... :. 
..,·: 
,. l., .. , 
.... ( ..... 









-=-~:.. ... ~ - ---
.......... 
. . ' 
., 
-2 
. ,. . . _. ________ ... ___________ _ 
-------,----~ -· ,. . 
. ·,·,· .. 
,,.,, .... ,, '"';"'' ., 
.·,· . , ' . ,._' .. ' : 
'1 : •.... ,.' ,' 
. . . 
. . 
... ·.·· < ·. · The· crack growth ·adjacent to the coverplate weld was 
'• 
·:- .·- -~found to consume the, major part of the speci~en 's life for both 
~ . . , . . . 
~ ·ot the· end details -~ested.. The residual tension ·stresses present_ 
• .-. in the area adjacent to the ·weld appeared to ·nuiify .any effect of \· 
• 
. 
minimum stress •. ·The·· crack· growth during this stage was · analyzed 
-Us'.ing_ __ f~c1ctur·e __ rnecha.ni{!_s__and _____ the .. resulting equations we~_e found --------=---
·. 
'".": 
to agree with the experimental re~ults and verifieC, the empiP-ical 
relatio~ship -used for the regression analy~is. . . 
.. 
The results of th_e investigation we·re compared· with· 
previous investigations. The comparison showed that the stress 
. range-cycl.e life relationship based on this series of tests ade-• 
quately described the behavior: ·ot· all the previous results. . .. 
---, 
-: : . 
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Investigations of the fatigue strength of beams lriith··· 
,• ' . 
·.,. · coverp·lates ~D.9-. similar fillet _welde·d attachments we~e~-f irst done· 
· . -·-. - ·in---the 1930 ts.· (Ref_s. 2 and 21). Thes·e early investigations· . 
Showed that a· significant decrease :in. the fatigue strength of a 
beam resulted when a co~erplat·e was attached to :the beam's flange_. 
' ' . 
·The fail.ures repo~ted at the AASHO Road Test, which cor.related 
. ~ 
' 
well with laboratory tests (Ref. 16), emphasized the need for 
further investigations to determine suitable rational design 
relationships. 
A detailed study and evalua·tlon of previous investi-
gations, reported in Ref. 1, had shown that _the -significance of 
the parameters effecting the fatigue strength had not been de~ 
termined. , These studi·es had indicated that type of beam, the 
end detail_ of the coverplate, c:1nd str~ss. as defined by minimum 
. 
stress, __ maximum stress, range of· ·stre~s·, and stress ratio all 
effected the. fatigue strength. However, no systematic evaluation 
of these parameters had been und~rtaken to determine if all were 
a 
s-ignificant or whether or not they interacted. 
· The number ·of tests conducted by the individu·al investi- · 
gators have been limited with little -0r no replication to dete~mine 
the· scatter of the data. Also, only one or. at the most two of the 
parameters were studied. simultane~usly by an investigator and no 












• I ,i, ;,·' .; •, ~ 
majority of the stress c·ondi'tionsi tested were zero.:.·to-tension-·. 
.. ~-··· 
· There is· also·· 1·ittle data on the __ higher strength steels ·such as . · 
- . .,. 
. 
. 
. ··. · AS14. 1,_· ' . ....... . . 
. . 
~ - ;.. , .. _ -., . 
. ' ., . 










systematically the para~eter~ which eff~ct the fatigue life of 
... \ 
a co~erplated beam~ Three types of steels were- inv,estigated: . 
• 
A36, A441, and AS14. These steels are ·commonly us~d in bridge_ 
- . 
construction and represent a wide difference in tensile yield 




·Two diff·ererit beams w.-er:e·· used in the experiment·, one 
·be~ng a rolled. 14\f30· heam and the other a -welded beam of eq_uiv-




The coverplates wer:e- 4-1/2·: ·inches wi_de and :9/16 inch 
:thick. . The thickness :w_as made equal to 1-1/2 ·times the flange 
th~ickn~ss, ttie· ma·x·f_mum allowed by th.e current AASHO specif·ications. 
The. -ends· of the coverplates were cut square with one end having a 
-
.-;- -
transverse end weld. 
To determine the effect- ·o·f stress· on the lives of the 
. 
sp~cimens a factorial experiment des~gn was us~d. The ·stress 
• parameters defining the factoria_l were s_tress range and minimum 
\ • 
· stress·~ · · The stresses were based on the calculated nominal stress-
• 
-------- . 
"·· .•.. .• 
. , .... 
.. -
--
' -, "' 
• 
'_._.;:. --· ·'··-·· ,._ 





-------------------... -------------.---- •.. ·• 
in the beam· at the coverpla·te ·terminals. Each .type.of steel and 
end detail was tes~ted. in similar factorials with a minimum· of 
. .· 
three replicates in each cell. 
-,-
... 
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FABRICATI.ON- OF SPECIMEN . ·,,; . 
ration -~t the~r .Bri~g_e Divisi.on Fabricatio!} Plant·· at. Pottstown, · 
I • • . 
. 
. I ,., 
• • • • 
. • . • . Pennsylvania, The fabricator was inst.ructed. to us,e normal bridg,e ·. 
·q, 
· ·fabrication ~ech:ryiques and procedures. The method of fabrication 
was reS!orct.ed and each specimen was fabricated us'ing the same tec,-i-· 
During f.abrication, a cutting schedule was ·ke_pt,. The . 
. ' -..t, 
• .. 
. ' 
. ---- ...... -----· ----··. - - --·--·-- ---·----
·Schedule alloweq_ each piece of material to be traced to its.heat 
• 
., 
number and -position on the original plate. Each thickness of 
material for each type of steel was rolled from the sime heat C>f 
steel. 
All welding :on the beams,: e~(cept for :tack welds and t:he 
end welds on the cover plate, was dorte using th-e- submerged arc 
process. Tne w·elded beams were tack we·lded together and then 
the web to flang-e· fillet welds_ lai.d automatically . 
.... -
. . •. . . - ... ·. 
The coverplates were welded to the beam flanges using 
the same procedure for both the rolled ana welded beams. The 
coverplates were tack welded to· the bea,n f.lange: along t·he center· . 
- ' 
- .. 
third of the coverplate. No tack welds were ·used ih the vicinity: 
J 
of .the coverplate end. Ttie longitudinal welds a:long each side of 
the coverplate were a1s·o laid sim.ultaneously us~ng the automatic 
......... , . 






•:. . ~ 
: .. 
. 
,•, . ··, ,•' ' 
\ .. · 
,· 
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··. ·. d·efects .V·isually apparent were gouged ·out and rewelded.: .· 'All re-
. 
pairs were identified. adjacent to the· we·ld. 
The weld ___ a.cross one end of the. coverplat~_,.and.·ali· tack 
· .welds were made using \anual ~lectrode welding. · The e.11d weld 
was returned around the corner of the coverpl-ate for a distance 




The web to flange. we.ld .. s·· :and al·l coverplate-. welds were 
'nominal 1/4 irtch welds. A.11 '.surfaces to be welded were blast----.----
I cleaned before welding. N,o preheating was used. The A36 and 
A441 steels were submerged_ arc welded using L-60 5/64 diameter 
wire and 780 flux. The tack w.~.lds and, coverplate end welds were 
made us.ing E-7018 electrodes. X:he J\S.14 steel was submerged arc 
welded with L-61 5/64 diameter wire and 780 flux, and the manual I 
welds were placed with E-11018 electrodes. The welding speed 
•. 
:for .the_automatic submerged arc weld$: ~as 23 inches per.minute~ 
The amperage was 350 at 30 volts .• · 
~-' 
Afeter fabrication, ·the ·oeam·s Were c}1eql<:ed for straight-
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3 • . · · EXPERIMENT DESIGN 
.. ' . 
---· ,..,, 
~ : ' ; 
.. ' 
.. fl 
t • ,., ·~ • 
. ' 
• , I 
_,,• .•) ,. ··'•·',,,,•· 
·· The experiment design should perm.it the rational eval- · ·. 
• '. '1 
uation. of the effect.s __ of th·e controlle.d variables on 'the fatigue 
· 1iv:es -·of the specimens. The s_catter in test results · assocfated 
with fatigue ct'a.ta makes the use_ of statistical methods i·mper·ative 
. in the ana•lysis. The experiment was ·specifically desi9"ned to 
I facilitate· the use o·f statistics in. its analysis. · 
The objective of the experiment was the a·etermination 
of the significance on the specimen's fatigue life of the fol-. 
lowing contrbll:ed variables 
-1~ type of beam, 
.. 
:2.. t.ype of· e.nd cletail, · ... · 
3·_. ·typ.e, of s_-teel, and 
:4 ., t1om.inal ·stress at cove.·t:'°pla)fe: :-termi11us. 
Rolled and :weldecl .beams were include.d i-n t:be.' :~xperilllent. to clarify . 
. , 
whether or· not the·re· is a ~if.fereno~ in the fatigue be_havior of · 
tp.e~e beams with a cov_erplate. Atthough not prohibited by spec-
• 
. i_f-~cation provisions, th·e :u-se 0£, co-verplates on welded built-up 
:beams is. often discouraged· anq ·seems ·to ~el based solely on in--
tuition a_nd o·pin:Lon: rat:he·-r.··th-an experimental evidence. ,.,. , .... 
. . 
The basic experimental unit :chosen was a 14W30 beam and 
:its w·elded equivalent with a 4-i/2· inch wide by 9/16 ~nch th.ick 
" 
c6verplate. A 14-inch beam was selected to provide a depth to 
.•.. 
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·•· span ratio comparable to:·those used· in bridge structures. The · . -a . . .. 
cross-section~l pro~erties ~f the beam wePe also considered to _.:.. .. ' - . 
· be reasonably comparable wh:n . scaled to sectio~s in us~\ · 
- .... ~-., I· ·-1 . _. : 
· . , The beams· were constru·cted symme~rically with cover~ -
. plates of equal size on both flanges. The thickness of the 
• • 
· .aove,rplate wa:s equal to 1-1/2 times the flange thick}less- whieh . 
is the largest thickness allow~d by the current AASHO specifi-
cations. A sketch of the specimen along with·average measured I 
"' properties is shown in Figure 1. 
Two types of· e_nd det:ail.s were included in the experi-: 
.. 
' . ·. ' 
--_-•,"'' .1 
:m~nt. ·The enos of each cove·rplate were cut square with one end 
having a transvers~. ·fillet weld while the other end was unwelded. 
This permitted t·he di-fferent end condit:ions. to be tested simul-
taneously under- ·the ·s:ame: conditions. 
A squ:a.re e.nde.d coverplate was used in the experiment 
since it is a .c·ommonly u~ed detail. .Current design practice oft.~n 
inc·ludes an end weld on the cove-rpla·te to· provide a corros·ioh 
~---
seal. Previous studies t.o· de·termine the e .. ffect ·of the end ·weld 
were inconclusive. 
. Three ~ypes of s·teel were us:ed in the ex·periment: A36: 
' A441 and~. A36 and· A441 steel are commonly used in bridge 
de·sign. A514 steel, although not recognized .in cu·rrent speci-
--· 
·- •· . fications,. has fou~d increasing use in nridg:e· structures on a. 
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selected basis and is likely to be, in~iucted 'in fut~e · specifi-
.. cations. The range· of ·tensile y·ield stress· o,f these steels · is 
- . . . 
. between 36 to 100 ksi. This permitted the influence of the type_ 
,Of steel to be evaluated over ari extensive range. 
.-za. ' -
Each of the rolled beams, the plates' for the welded 
. 
' 
.:be·ams and .. '.the coverplates originated from the same hee·t .of- ~t.e~l 
,· . 
. r 
.. -- . . -·-- ---·- ------·-·-------~ -~--- --- -- _. ____ . ·-·- ---·- ____________ .. __ _ ,.,, . ._,,,,.~--~ --C .__.,_.,.,_..._ ... _, .. ,=-o,,A • ~- .. . .- • --~· •.. -- . . ·- ·--·1 --~---•-""' ,,_ ....... ··---~·-··-···-""" _____ ' -- - . - - --
' . 
..• 
for eac~ type of steel.and.thickness. This was done to minimize 
the variation of mecha~ical properties of the steel. A summary, 
• 
of th·e measured mechanical properties o-f the steels used is 
:given in Table 1 . 
', 
The basic experimen·t for each steel was defined by the: 
stress variables. Each of. the first three variables was 'tested.- . 
at identical levels of s-tre .. Ss:. This permi·tted· ··C?n -ev.Qluation. of' 
:~tress. 
Previous s .. t.udies (Ref., 18) have indicated that the 
:so.t:ress variables influencing fatigue life are maximum stress., 
-<:: . 
·.1·, 
minimum stress, and stress range. The stress most often ref.er.·red. 
. . 
to~ and also u:s.ed. c;1_·$. a basis for design, is the nomin_a_l _ s.tress ·10 
·the :bas·,e met-.<3.1 a·t the tbe of the ,cover plate ·weld. ·'·.· :·~ 
-
The review of cowerplated beams in Ref: ... 1 indicated that 
· stress range·· appeare·a to account for most of the· variation. A. sub-
stantial scatter in the results existed, which may b~ due to the 
' i ' 
. I I 
1variations ·of specimen geometry; fabrication techniques and testing 
r .... ,_. 
, . , ' , ' " I , ·1 . 
(j 
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' ' ' 
. ., ··- .. facilities. The bulk of previous tests were co·ndticted using a ·zero 
I ' 
·,to ·tension ~_oading .and theJ;'efore. the influen~e of· minimum stress. 
' -~ '. I[ ' 
·-- .. . 
; ~.-,. . 
....... 
was never · clearly determined. · 
. - . ' • .y,. • -
• ? 
I:n order that. the· systematic e.ff ect of the nominal st.ress 
-
· t'ange and ·m:tnipium str~§s· at the co_verplate terminus could be eval-
u.a:t·ep, .a: fa.ctorial experiment was con~tructed. The fa.cto.Fial . . 
- . 
experiment permitted the effect iof ·the stress va.riables to be . 
. --determined statistically- usi.ng analysis of variance tecl1niques •· 
-
A factorial experirnent: ha.s the additional unique feature of 
' ·1 
allowing the determinat.i:on of the inter.a·ction -of. t·he design vari-
ables. 
, :The 'ba'.sic :fa:c·torial used for ea.C·h· st·eel is s·hown in 
Figure 2. The. identification coding used· t.s shown in Table 2 .: 
• 
E·ach specimen .rep.resents a test of the .. two end details. · ·rnitj_·al·lY\ 
" . it was planned to t~~t each steel :ih an id~ntical facto~ial but as 
.the _e.xperimen.t prog~essed the ·design was modified sli-ghtly. to qover 
.. -. . 
. 
-a larg.er range of the variab:les. Each cell of th·e. fa:ctor.ial con-. 
.. t.ai·ned at least three specimens or replicates·. The. inclusion .:of 
~he.se .replicates permitted the v.ariance of .each ·cel-1: to be es-
-t.imated thereby i.ncreasihg ··the :sensitivity ot the exp·eriment. · The 
ce·l.ls cont<;iineq 'tw·o we1ct·ed beams and otre or, in s·ome cells, two· 
.. ,.t ...... 
rolled bea·ms. There .are few reported tests on. coverplatea weldec:l 
beams., thus more welded than rolled beams were included in the d.e':. 
,, 
6-gn~ · It was heliev~q that the effect of beam type would be neg-
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The _experimental factorial was· not complete, tha,t- is . \ ·•.· .. ' . ~ • . I • • 11, 



















· static st-rength of the beam ·to be exceeded. These .cells were 
• 
a 
·consequen~ly ~at included ·in-to the ·experiment because of these 
. ' .. 
_boundary condi~ions. · ·The lower -values of st_ress range w_ere not 
-tested at a11· levels of minimum stre~s since the lange~ liv~es 
_anticipated would ·have unduly extended the testir:ig time. T.wo 
complete factor.ials ·-are. i,ncluded within the ... basic design. 
The.se factorials called, Factorial I and Fa:ctorial· II are shown 
.. in· Figur-e 3. In order to: ·provide the most use_fµl _information, 
the stress levels inclu~ed. in the complete factorials were se-
lected to cover the rang·e most, often encountered in design. 
The only reported f.ailures· ·in compressJ.on flanges 
were by_ Wilson in Reference 2. The compression coverplates we·r.e,, 
shorter·then the tension coverplates in the specimens where 
these failures occurred. Hence,_ it. ··w.as: not originally antici-
. 
_pate~ that f c;1tigue cracks would form ·in the compression flanges 
of the present test specimens. •. 
The presence of co~erp~~t~$ of equ~l size on both 
.flanges therefore increased the :levels of minimum stress which 
could be investigated ... · The stress·es referred to in the basic de- -
. 
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,The· upper flanges were subj ectEid to identical stress ranges the it-
. ' 
. 
' ~) .. · minimum ·stress was equal in magnitude, but· opposite in sign,. to 
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· ·., .The ·specimens were tested on a ten.foot span-with a .,.. : 
••,iH• . 
,, ~ . 
·· two point loading at ~he center·· of the s p_an. __ · The· distance be--l ." rr. 
tween the loading points· was -2 feet. A sketch of· the loading • ( . ' ?'··-
-~· - ~ • 
. geometry is· shown in Figure 4a. · ,_-The loa·ds app~ied to" the bottom 
~- --------·-------
,. . 
··,flange- were used on the· beams subjecte·d. to stress reversal. 
The testing equipment. used at both Lehigh and· Drexel · 
-
was manufactured by Amsler. The J.\ms+er system uses a va~iable 
qj 
stroke hydraulic pump called a pulsator to load their jacks. 
The ~ulsators used at Lehigh·have two fixed operating speeds· of 
-
260 and 528 cycles per ~inute. The pulsator used at Drexel has 
/' a variable speed c0ntr01 with a range of 200 to 800 cycles per 
\. f-·- -
minute. The s_peed of ·testing of e·ach specimen. varied between 
the rang-e 2·60 to a·o·o· .cyc·les per minute. Previous studies had 
indicated that· su.c.h differences in ·test :S-_peed .a.re -not signif i-,. 
-··· ... 
:I:t;s:· maximum· dynamic ·cc;ipaci ty is 110 kips. 
All beams subjected to· st·ress rev.e:rs·al were te:Sted at· 
~--
. '. . Two addition al jacks . were used., :bh the bottom flange of 
. ' 
' . 

















the beam to apply an upward load •. The dynami~ capacity of these 




· jacks is 22 kips. The lower jacks were connected to a pump and 
.. 
.• 
I • I -
,. 
.-
_,_ ..... ...:.: .... 
~ ... ll . . -· ... ......1!!!~. . ~ LJ L!-W-- -
;, . 
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... , ' 
~. 
· .accumulator· system whi-ch held. ·them at a constant load. The upper 
110 kip jack, connected to the pulsator,··arplied the altern~ting. 
· load ..... 
.,'l:1 
' r 
.. , -·-·· .- ~ .: ..... ···-. ~-~,. .. ·.·-- ... 
. -. . . 
. 
- . 
' ,,, . - -
. 
• , 
· An overa11·- view .. qf ·th~. test_ set-ups µsed at ·Lehigh are · . . ... - ~ ' , 
.·. ·.. shown~igures 5 and 6. The set-up used at Drexel is shown in 








. .. r·,. - ~-
. In addi_tion to the-· .. 10 _ -foot span ·tests, eacn beam test 
I 'r - • 
continued on a shorte~_~s_pan if failur_e__ o_ccu_rred at only one end . C 
, - o_ -
- . - .. - ·~ -
'Ii. • 
, of_ the coverplate. · ·Figure 4b shows· the loading arrangement fo·r 
the retesting of the specimens~---
., 
........ ·,, 
The continu.ation- or ·the test.ing was :dort.e at Drexel by 
adjusting the supports of their original set-up. An additional .. 
test ~~cility at Lehigh used an Amsler Alternating Stress ·Machine, 
modified to accept. the spe.ctmen. ·A photpgraph of this installa-
. ~ , ..... - ~-
-tion is ~hewn in Figure 8. The machine uses the same pulsators 
rhe retesting of 
,. 
and style of jack used in the long span tests. 
. 
the unf,ailed· ends. was done after_ the compl-etion of all the initial 
tests: .• 
. 
The order of ·t.esiting of the specimens ·wa$ randomized so 
tl{at- ·the effect of. the uncontrolled variables., such as temperature, 
humidity, laboratory.and testing pe~sonnel would also be random. 




also done randomly to distribute an~riatio~ inherent in ~h~ 
. .. . 
., 
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. ' .J.:....._ ... _ ,, . 
f a·brication. The ra·ndomization of . the -un·con·trolled. variables 
\, 
allows the ef-fect o·f these variables· to be .iricluded·as a ·random··. 
error in ·the analysis o.f the experiment and also preve.nts any 
....... ' 
- .· :, .. -- bias of the .effects: of the controlled·variables. 
·" 
"" The specimens were carefully aligned. in the· test ·fix~ 
_, . 
tures. before loading and all dimel}.sions were checked. 
". . f.ound.· neeess·ary ·to use wooden stiffeners. between. ··the· fla-ng;e,s. ·ef. 
the beams to level the _top flange. These stiffeners were 12 
---
-' 
int!hes from the end. of ·the cover plate and had no effect on the 
measured strains at ·the coverplate ends. ·Several specimens w·ere 
- . 
tested without stiffen.ers and no disce·~nible difference in their 
... fatigue behavior was found.. A lateral brace clamped to the speci-
men at.the· center-of the span ~~s. tised to minimize the specimens 
., · .., 
lateral move~ment • 
.. -. ,· .. - . 
' 
The basic ·e·xperirn'.$ntal variables of stress range and 
'• - ·-
/: minimum stress were carefully controlled in each test ... The. loads, 
to which the·.specimens were subjected, were based on strain mea-
surements t~~en before and during each ·ayna:mic te·st •.. 
Each beam. ·W·as measured b.·e.:f'ore testing to determine its 
l<·f-
c.:ro:ss·-section pro·perties; Strain gages were applie'cf to the ·ten-
s·~ion flange. 5 inches from ·the unwelded end of the coverpl~te. and: 
' 
3./4 inch from each flange tip. The· load neces~ary ·to produce the 
.. 
requi-red nominal stresses at the coverplate ·ends was calculated. 
··." 
.• 
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.· . . 
. ... ·.· . 
. ·· using the_ rne.as.ured cross-section properties. The stress at the 
.-· . . gage location ~as calculateg using t~e ratio of the moment. at ... -.• 
' . . 
. 
-:--' the .gage loc_a·tion· to . that at the coverplat·J ·ends. 
. 
--; . ··The.beam was loaded statically ··tq~_!_h_~ _ __QQJ11pµt-ed ·maximum 
•, 
The strains at- the gages were measured and multipli_ed by 
i 
-¥~ung'-s -'Modulus which was assumed. to be 30,000 ksi. The loa·d 
I' , :~· 
. 
_·W·B'S- adjus-ted. U}:ltil the average measured strain wa~·~ithin·· oire"' 
( ~ 
' .. percent of the calculated strain. The specimen position was 
adjusted so tha~ the strains measured at the two gages differed 
. 




~-f lect ion at the cent~r of the span was also noted at the adjusted 
• 
maximum load. A slip gage w.ith a dial indicator was used· for _ 
this measurement gs· s:howrt in Figure 9. 
-,, 
·The ,st.rain ·gq.ges were then connected to an'· osci.ll:0$.c!ope :~: ·. 
-- · wh·icJ1: was adjusted by fu_rth·er ~tatic ·tests to insure its accuracy. 
;I ( . 
•.- .. 
. '·- -,,-,-
' ' .... 
' . 
)----
A: micro-swit9h was adjusted under the .sl:i_p gage (See Figure 9) 
:to $hut of·f :the pul$9.·tor when the def_:leqtion increased by o·., 020. 
:inches. 
The dynamic test wa.s then started. The maximum load 
. ' was· increased until the defle·ction matched t_hat attained -under 
- . ._ .. 
I I 
maximum static load.. The mini,:r1µm load was set by measuring the 
strain range using an oscilloscope. The range was adjµ$ted by 
\ 
changing the minimum load until the measured average.range of the~ 
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. , .. 
. '•\i:· ' 1 , ~ Th~ deflection criterion u~ed for failure w~s based on -
.. 
. ·: observations of· ·the behavior- of t~e_ initiaily tested specimens. 
.... An · increase in 'def-lection of O. 020. in. was found to be· equi va-. 
• • 
• ' ., I 
' • ' ~ • 
lent to ~ crack size· -that· was -·considered,, to be · f·ailure of the 
---
sect ion. The cracked area was approximately equal to 75% · of the ---
. ·.flange area. The crack g.rowth at thi·s increas·e in deflection 
was noted to be._ extremely rapid·. ~ In most cases further testing 
would have caused gross ___ strairt·ing of the remaining flange area 
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. . . ·. The -results=o.f the tests are :summarized. in Table·s 3 
• 
· th~qugh 10. The primary test results . are from the f lange·s which 
. . 
were subjected to the stresses in the basic stress. faetorial. T,he 
se,condary tetst ·results in Tables 6 -·and 10 are failures occurring 
. . 
. 
iri th.e .op,p.osite or compression flange of .the s_pecimens. · The 
--· failures listed ·are for cracks which ·propagated ~hrough the fl:ange. -
for a considerable distance. :.rn most of the specimens non-propa-
gating cracks were found ·in the,· compre~sion flange at the toes of 
..,.. . \ .), 
the fillet we.lds but these were -not considered as failures and are 
. . 
· not listed in Tab:t.es 6 and 10. The nominal stress range an~ 
minimum stress at. th.e _co_verplat.e terminus are also listed. The 
~umber of cycle~ to t:he first obse·rved crack is also given.. 'It· 
was impossible to. 'keep a -constant vigil on each .s,p·ecimen ,. :~1J.e.·::r='$fo.:re 
the data -on the first observed cracks a.re i:ncompl_ete... The s:ize. o:f .. 
the crack varied when first observed, :but in ·alrno·s·t all :case·s the.·-' 
. J.: 
_·crack had not tr-avel(;:d-: t:.bro.µgh. :the. flan·ge a:t the time: :of observatiort. 
~-... 
. 5,.:1 ·CRACK INITIATION AND' GROWl'H . . . . •. -·.:. . . ' . . .. .• 
•. 
In all specimens· tested tne cr·ack .causing failure initi-
. -
-L!'· 
-· ated ·at the- toe· of the fillet weld connectin~ the coverplate to the 
flange. The cracks at the coverplate enq without an end weld 
• initiated at the toe of the longitudinal weld. T.he:- position of 
. 
the end· of· the longitudinal weld in relation ·to· the coverplate 
• 
--
·~, . "· 
. .. 
-1 "' ' . ' . 





. -20 ·.· 
. .. · ·•• lnd. s~emed tO- have· no effect upon .the location of the initiation 




_ ... ' 
' ' 
of the f~acture, that is, whether the longitudinal weld was ~topped· 
short of the·- ·coverplate end or extended past the end of the. cover-
. . 
. . 
· plates, the failur·e always· ·ini tiat·ea; at· the wel_d.- t;oe. 
.The failures at the transv·ersely welded end o·f ·the cover--
.· plate initjated in ··the vicinity of th·e cent·~r of the t-r.ansv.erse 
weld. . In two specimens, . cracks were· found at the to·p of the weld· 
at the end of the coverp~ates. These cracks did not propagate·. 
The ·crack growth p·atterns in the -specimen can be ·char-
acterized ·by different stages. Figure 10 shows the three stages 
··= of crack growth associated with the unwelded end of the cover plate. 
f._ 
YI 
During the first stage the cracks grew through the thickness.of 
~ 
the flange in an elliptical shape. The s·econd stage ·in growth 
·. occurs after the cracks have reached the lower flange surface. 
The cracks then grew on twC? fronts:, one toward the flange .. t;ip 
and the. other ·toward: the center of the flange.. It was at thi;? .. 
·stage -or at the tr·ansition from stage one to stage two that nor~ 
mally one of the cra.cks shown did not con'tin.ue: to propag_~te. · The 
third stage, after -the cracks had reached the flange tip, was 
characterized· by a- growth along a single front toward -the web .. 
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. ' . ' 
·.' '··:,., •.-:·.' 
. ~ ... The.crack growth of the welded end ·Of the coverplate·can. 
:
1
' · • be ·chara.cterize·d by two -~tages a~ illustrated in .Figure 11. During 
L" • "•p• • 
I . 
... ,J • .--. 
.· ·the ·-fir'st stage .the·· crack· g-rew through the thic~ess · or· the· flange· 
;-• . 
. in an· -elliptical. shape. Afte_r reaching the lower flan.ge surf ace--
·- ii . : --... 




The photographs in Figs. 12 -and 13 iilustrate the appear-
· ·ance o-f these stages on the fracture surface. - The dark areas oh tjle 
surfaces are rust stain·s·. The fracture surfaces shown are from the 
beams which ·required add·it:ional · testing after failure. oc·curred at . 
the· opposite end of the coverplate during the-- in'itial test. The 
.r - ...... I 
fracture surfaces were not protect_ed from moisture durin~ the time 
• 
.. between the tests. The rust stains therefore indicate the crack 




5.2 ANALYSIS OF.VARIANCE 
The statistical analysis -.o.f t·h·e e·ffe,cts of th·e controlled 
· variables was done primarily us:i'ng t:he ·technique known as analysis 
. . •· . . '~ . 
of variance. Regression analysis.was also· usea to supply additional 
. "·" 
information of the quantitative, effects of the variables. (Ref· 3) 
J ' ... - . 
In-a11·.-·th·e-'·--sta-t-i-stical methods used in the analysis of the results, 












•' ,, .. 
.'· ~22 .· .· ... . .
.,. . . ' ' 
. ·, ,. 
... . - . 
. -· i' . ·; .: • ~ .. ~ ' 
The .basic experiment design 'was modified for the A-441 
and 1\-514 steels-to extend the range of·the stresses·included in 
the experiment. Th~ modified experiment design used for A-441 a-nd_ ·. 
-· A.::.514 steel is shown in. Figure 14. · · The· design for A-36 steel was -
no~. qhanged and is as - shown i~ Figure 2 • The complete- facto-rials, 
' 
. 
. Fa_c_torial I ;ano ·I~,· were not ~ffected by the.se modifications. 
. . The analysis of variance of tne_!results was done in -a 
-. 
. stepwise f a_shion taking two variables · at a time in homogeneous 
units- or blocks. within the overall experiment. This type of 
analysis allows the effect· of each variable to be compared wi·t~ 
the· effect of .eve~y other variable in a systematic fashion. The 
consideration of only two·variables·at a time also eliminates from 
• 
consideration interaction~ of a higher order than :two. 
5:.2-.1 Effect o:f Stress ;Range and Minimum Stress ~ 
An exam:ple of this type of -analysis is the determination· 
of,, the significance_ of the effects of. th·a stress :variables (minimum: 
stress and stress range) in Factorral_s. I: and ·rr. Each cell in the· 
factorials contain both rolled and we_lded :be:ams. The number of 
welded beams is a constant ·equal. to· tw.o. ln .. some cells there w~re 
two rolled beams and the results ·of the·se ··beams were averaged and 
considered as a -singlE: __ result. If, as in the case of some, unwelded 
q 
end specimens, a welded beam had not been tested the single result 
. ' . 
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each factorial. contained ··homogeneous cells with the results' of one 
',·) 
rolled beam and two welded beams tested at identical.levels of 
·.stress.. The factorials were· analyzevd with respect to s,tre.ss range 
and minimum stress. for- each end detail and· each -type. of ·steel:>· 
·The ef feet of -b~am type· and ·the . interaction between beam type·,· 
. · st~r'ess range· and minimum stress was .. determined on the homogeneou"s 
cells- of· welded and. rolled beams and not on each ty~pe of b..eam· 
---· 
separately. ··This does not imply that' there is no effect due· to 
beam type but only that the behavior of the beams -is similar with 
respec;t to the stress variables.· 
· ... " . . 
The results df' the analysis of the stress oariables for 
,. ea·ch type of steel, .,.end detaii, and factorial are given in Table·s 
t 
-ll thrqug-h 16. The mean SUJJl of squar~~ attributable to the con-
" . 
trolled stress variables is divided by the mean sum of sqµ.ares of 
the residual or error to form an F ratio. These F ratios ·are com-
-
pa~ed with·tabulated F ratios for a level of significance of a= 
0.05. A·calculated F ratio greater than the tabulated value means 
tha~ w·ith a r·i.sk of· a. we may state that· the -variable being tested , 
..,- ";. 
has a significant effect on the fatjgue life of the specimen. 
Conversely, ~f_ the calculated F.ratio is less than the tabulated 
·· value we will reject the hypothesis that the v.a:riable has an 
effect, with the risk of f3. The value ~f_ ~ is inversely pro~ 
portional to ·the sample size, the value of a, and the ratio o.f ·the 
-variances compared. 















. The. choi·ce· of ·a,·= 0.05 is an arbitrary _one and any 
. ' 
'J . 
• ••• • l 
i 
.. f . value may be used.. I·ncreasing the value of a, increases the risk !'. ~: ,· .' . ' .. r -- -- ..... -
of an error of the· first kind, th~:t .. ~'.'_of concluding that a variable 
-








' :tt1e >risk O'f an er:r.'or~of the second_ kind, that: ·Of conc1·uding that - -- --·--·- --- .-- . 
' 
--.• - ' '"''!'' :. 4--. , •• 4 ~ ....... 
no effect exists when it does exist. Normally,_ana. ~ o.os_or 
O .• O_l is used since the purpose- of the experi~-~~-t._!_~-=~.t9_ .. -c:!e.t.ex'mine. 
___ the" variables which have the ·1argest effect. The comparison of· 
the F ratio is used only as a means of C"Om.parison of the effects. 
The.compari$ons serve as guides to facilitate the analysis of the -
experiment. The value.of Ct therefore allows us to.determine the 
risks of .our· ·judgments • ---,.. .......... 
The result~s· ·of· the analysis of the stress factorials 
.. 
'.(T-a.bies 11 - 16) show th.at for the end welded coverplate, stress 
range is the dominate var·iable- and minimum stress was not sig-
nificant .. at the 5% leve.l. The F ratios calculated for stress 
.. range are one ·to t\4?0 .orders of magnitude· greater then the tab-., 
ulated values. The. cal.cula~ed F- ratios, for minimum stress and 
. 
. the interaction of the two variables, are: -much smaller -and less 
then the ta:bulated values. --~ 
.. 
- r The-analysis of the unwelded end of the coverplate 
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' is also significant at the 5%.level in Factorial I for all steels 
' ' '' J 
, · and in Factorial II for A.:..36 ·steel. The calculated F ratios for 
• 
minimum stress pre, however, quite small in comparison to those 
of --str~ss rang_e. .The interact.ion· of the stress var.1ables was 
·insignificant for all steels and both· facto-rials. 
__,' 
' ' . 
·S ..• ~2 •. 2 -Ef~tect of Be:am. Type 
• l 
-The variance dt).e to beam type was deter~1i-ine4 by bloc~-ing 
each factorial with re.spect to stress range. · The c·ells within the 
factorial consisted of either rolled or welded· beams subjected to 
the same stress range.· .,i_Tbe results of replicated specimens were-




The anal.ysi·s of ·t:he· data 'l'ab.le.s i9 through 24' show. 
. '·-' 
' ' 
. . . .... 
that a significant ef:fect·. due tQ b·e~m type .was found only in the 
re.sults for A--514 ~teel. ·st·ress range was: once again found sig-· 
J nificant but the ·interact.ion between stress ~ange and type of_ be.a.in 
',; 
was -insignificant. 
The F ratio·$ cJf th.e eff·ect ou.-e to be:am tY:Pe t·o·r. A-514 
steel are greater then the t-a-bultated va:lue.s :.t.or· both end details 
and both factorials. Examination of the block totals for this 
- ' 
steel showed that the welded beams exhibited a longer life then 
-
--tlie rolled beams wfien subj·:ectect to the. :same st.ress conditions·. 
.. . . 
~ ... -. 
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. . . , ... . . 
Although the analy.sis showed· that no sig~ificant effect 
_) •, 
. due· to beam type ex:Lsts · in the lower strength steels, the a.r1aly~is 
· ·- of ·the unwelded end of the- coverplate in Factorial II · produced F 
r.atios w.hich ··s.how a slight effe~t might exist.· ,(See. Tables 22 and .. . • .. "--t-~ ... ~- __ .... 
::' ........ ' . 
....... •· 
·23).· The block _totals ·-for each beam type· for the·-se -st·eels ·was 
-~ . ·. ·e·xamined to ·a·e-termine if the welded beams e.xhibited a-_loriger life--
as. was :fou'r1d in A-514 steel·. The results sh;0wed this· t.O·· lie· .true~·:· . 
• 
the welded beams exhibited a slightly longer lif·~- tha.n the rolled 
· beams in the low~r strength steels. The effect was quite ·small, 
,, and not significant when compareq._to the variation due to the 
--- --- ~ --- ~-----t.iiicoritrolled variables. 
.· .. 
.• 
··· 5:.2- .3 Effect: of::. fype ·of St·eel 
a<J· • ~ :..• 
• 
The analysis to determine t·he. ef·f~ct :du,e t:o· -'th·e type of 
• !'".· . -
steel _for_ each end detail was . performed by· blocking ·the results 
for-each steel with respect to stress ·range. -Each cell contained 
·-' 
.. the results of the· welded and rolled beams: test·e·d at identical 
-levels· of stress range for each -type of stee:l and detail. 
-
. The results for A-36 and A-441- steel were compared-
,,. 
; 
first. The analy~is, summarized in Tables 25 · and 27, shows that ........--,----:,-· 
---,-·----·-- . 
.. . . ·-·. 
: .... 
.. 
no significant difference existed between these steels for both 
.. 
end details tested. Also the interaction between these steels 
and stress range was insig_!lificant fa~ both end details._ The 
results of these steels were ·then compared with "the resu~lts from 
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.·._ -27 
___ ..... _ ... _ 
exhibited. by the F·ratios associated with type of steel-in Tables 
-
. 26 and 28. Examination of: the block .totals·of the a11alysis ·showed 
-•. -.1-........ ,,' - -<· - ~--~--·-·-~----·· _,_; 
,., .... _ .. ._, ... 
. . ' . 
·--·-----·,-·····-··--
that A-514·· ste~l exhibited a longer life -then the lower __ strength· ,, : 
• I 
··.steels. The F ratios for the unwelded. end of the coverplate· (see 
.,. ·i: 
Table 28) . ~how that the effect due to steel was· less for the 
------------- .------~--.,---- . 
;r, 




,,,--' Factorial II the effect.of type steel was insignificartt·at the 5% 
5.3 MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSJS 
· Earlier fatigue studies have indicated that .the· s:tre:s·s-· 
~ life relationship can be modeled with an·exponential or a.semi-
, 
.. logarithmic mathematical model. B.asquin (Ref. 19) first pro·posed 
--the exponential model which was often used by other investigators 
(References~--2, .15 and 17}~, The exponential model may be writ.ten:. 
in a linear ·form as:::. 
. ~ . . . . . . 
.. I 
Lag· N . ,:=· _.Bl ·+ ::B2 ·tog ·:s ·+ E· 
. . . -
• 
-
Where N is the number :o·f :.cy.c),e.s, :s: is a· stress variable and E i~. 
an. error term. · T.J1e constants B1 and B2 along with E being de-
' termined- ·fr.om a regression analysis of the data. 
The ·semi-log has been used i~ _A ntwber of .. instances and 
:-was also suggested in the Commentary on Coverplated· Beams (Ref~ 




Log N = B1 + B2 S + E ..... ~ .... ' -...;..i."' •,. ,,..· 
I :· 
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. The stress variable· s, most often used .in ·both of tne-se~ equations · 
- was maximum stress ('$ _ ). --
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- - Fi~her and __ yiest (Ref. __ 16) • have proposed -a -mul~i-variable ··- - --~·----'" - \ 
,semi-iog model -to determine the~ effect of stress --~~~ge and minimum 




This model can be modified., to 
_ .The analysis of the effect of the stress variables was 
.._ ..... 
extended to the cells outside of the -two complete factorials using 
regression analysis. The results of these analysis are given in 




(1.) .Log N 
('2) .Log -N 















· .... -. r 
~ .. 1_-· + ... B-'2-_ Log·:$-_-- +: B3-_ :S ·:·· . . . r . min 
= B. + B· Log··· S 
.,, 1 2 · r 
·- -
c.;.s)-- t.og· .-N :::: .. B._1 + B2 Log Sr + -B::3 smax 
·-(·6--)· Log·-•- ·N = ·B1- + B2 S \ . · max 
.... 
The models including-stress range as an independent var~able ·are 
. 
. ~ seen to have the.highest correlation coefficient and the lowest 
standard error o·f estimate. These models therefore best represent 
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: . ' . 
. . ' 
The results ofr each type of steel arid end detail are 
shown graphically in. Figs. 15 through 20 along with the regres-
. 
. 
sion line an parallel-lines representing two standard errors of 
estimate f: m the mean regression line.· The trahsformation, of· .. 
. . 
., '. stress range to log· stress range provides -the best fit' of the. data. 
· / This can be· seer). by comparing the sem:i,-log plots of stress range 
·~. 
. 
·and .. cycles of Figs. -21 and 22 with the log-log plo.ts of Figures, 
. t . 
23 and. 24. Th·e normal semi-log fit of fatigue data is·. usually 
drawn with two straight lines·: the --finite life re·gion of the line 
· between 100 ,ooo and 2 million cy_cles based on regression analysis 








/ ,.'. ' -· . . . \ . .· 
line representing a fatigue limit below which no failure will occur. 
A examination of the· plots of th_e aata show-that· no fatigue limit 
··· was apparent. _ An additional test was· undertaken at a stress range 
•' p 
. 
of 6 ksi to verify this observation. The failure of this.specimen, 
shown on the plots of the data, agreed with the prediction based 
on the log-log model. 
• 
• 
The regression analysis also confirmed that minimum 
' . ' 
stress is a minor variable. The difference in the correlation 
coefficient and standard error· of estimate of the models including. 
·--
. 
only stress range and the models with stress range and minimum 
stress or aximum ·stress is insignif~cant. The coeff1cient of 
•,./ 
minimum s ess -is ·also small compared to the coefficient for _ 
stress range. This can easily be seen ·on a·-·prot ·~f.~the ·results ·on· 
·the modified -Goodman diagram in Figure 25. The solid lines show 
the results- of the log ·.N-log, stress ra~ge equation fo·r the welded 
' 
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- .· coverplate while the· dashed lines are for the log stress range 
.. 
. and ·m-inimum stress _equation for the same data. It· is apparent that 
-~ •t 
··• the variation ·due to minimum stress is not significant. · .. Figure 2.6 
. ' 
shows a similar :plot of the equat·i-ons·· for the un'welded end of the· . - . · 
. . coverplate . 1\gain the effect of minimum stress· is sma·11 comi;tared: ....... · · 
. ' .' t ~·--
· ·· to the effec·t of •stres·s. range. 
. . . 
. ' 
--· l!J . . , ' 
•. ,I . 
. The mean regression lines for the .d.ifferent steels and 
. -
· et:td ··detail~ art~ ·plotted in Figures 27. and 28-.-- The regression 
... 
·lines show clearly that A-36 and A-:441 steels-behave similarly but 
that J.\-514 steel exhibited a slightly longer fatigue life than the 
·1ower strength steels thus verifying the results folll1d in· the 
analysis of variance of the factorials. 
' __ 'J;.... 
.. The effect' of the type of end detail was ·not analyzed 
statistically since it was obvious from the results of the tests 
that ..... the coverp~ate with.out and end weld usually had a longer 
fatigue life. The number of beams in which the unwelded end 
. ,· 
failed simultaneously witti or befor.e _.the welded end. was 5 out of 
103 beams tested. The results of the two end details.are shown 
together along __ with their respective regression lines for all 
·, 
steels in Figure 29 •. 
·--
. 
-Although the two end details ex.hibited different failure 
· ___ behaviors, they -behaved similarly with respect to crack initi- · 
ation ~ · ·· The :plot in -Fig. 30 ·shows the number of cycles to the first 
' ' _, 
. o.bserved crack for each end detail along with ·the mean regression 
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· were forming simultaneously at both ends of the coverplate. This · 
· · was also observed visually in the inspection of the beams during .. 
-the tests.· No analysis was -done ·on this data because of its-,· incom-
· .p.leteness but ·qualitatively it can· b~ seen that the ·crack initi- · . 
---·------------- -----·---- -·-· -- .. . 
ation _ for both details ·was sim.ilar. · -· 
__ :_:.__. ___________ ...:. __ . ______ ; ---- .. -






· .. , ·::,g::·~:4 , ~UMMARY ~0,f,. RESULTS. 
" ,,4 • 
The results -of" the analysis can be summarized as follows.-: 
·. (1) Stress range was .the dominate variable for all 
steels, beam types, and e:rid details. 
------- . - C. .. 
' ~ .... . ... (,2) Minimum stress was only_ significant· for the I 
.Ii. ·•·· . 
' ~· ... 
unwelded end of the c·overplate. . In the· higher 
streng~th steels (1\-441 and_ A-514) rri-inimurn stress . 
was -·significant· only when the minimum stress 




___ c(~_) ~ Tl\e ~type 6f b~am was only significant for A-514 
steel where the welded beams exhibited __ slightly 
longer lives . 
, 
.. ' 





' --~-------·--·-- -- - - - (4) The fatigue-behavior of. A-36 ·and A-441 st·eel was 
. · 
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the same for both end details. A~Sl4 steel 




• , ,ii, •. 
· . 
' _,; ----- ---- ·---- . -··. 
-
:--.... -; (5) The failure ·1ive·s · of the two end details· differed 
- -· --- - --·- --- --------- - -
. . ' .. 
. 
.• . 
. . :with the unwelde~ et:icl~exhibi~ing a longer f atigu_e ... . • 'I, ,'. 
';' .. 
life .. ,; . ,· 
. .: . 
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.(6) The number of 
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. INTERPRETATION OF- THE·RESULTS- · 
. -33 " . 
' .. - ' . 
. . 
.. .-:. ' 
•.. . ,· . . ' . 
' ~- ' . 
· . 6 .1 . CRACK GROOTH 
,; \ ·, ' 
' • ' I•. I ... 
• .... t. ,• ... 
. . ' .. 
In -·both. of .. t·h·e end·. deta·ils· tested· it -was observed --that 
mos.t of the fatigue life of the sprcimen was consumed in initi-
' 
. ating and .propagating the crack through the thickness of the· . . . 
_fl·a-ng·e.- · The numbe·r_ of cycles consumed in st·age or1e of· ·crack ' , . . 
growt.h, _ ..(Figs. 10 and ll.), was observed to. be nearly equal _for · 
both end details-. Figure 30·, which summarizes the number of 
cycles to th~ first observed crack, shows this effect. graphically·:. 
The large amount of the total life cons.urned· in the initia-1 ~ta_ge 
·~Yof crack growth has been reported by Harrison (Ref. 14) for small 
fillet 'welded specimens and by Fisher and VieSL (Ref. 16) for-· 
. . ~ 
·full 51.ze beams w.ith welded coverplates. Since the number of 
.qyc--~es consumed in stage one for the two end details was ap-
,proximately equivalent, the diff·erence in the l:Lf.e o.f the details 
must"" be due' to dif fe.re~ces in the later s.ta.ge.s· of :crack growth .• 
It is apparent f,rom. Figs~, 1:0 a·nd 11 that a.- :.g.irea·t,e:r: :pa·rt ., 
of· the flange area is cracked at t.he welded end than at the .un- .. 
·. 
welded- end of the .coverplate when the transition ·from stage .one 
to stage two of crack growth occurs. Intuitively, it would seem . 
.. logical that the remaining life ot· the welded end ·WOl!-ld ·be less 
I -f.-~ :;!l:.~ 
. ..,..._ 
The -·crack at the welded 
' I ' 
than the unwelded end of the cov.erplate. 
end must not only grow·through less flange area to cause failure, 
.... 
...... 
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·· .. of high stre.ss cori~entration. ·. The crack at the unweld end grows (. ' 
-- ·· · . away from· .the stress concentratio.n and also has a longer distarice_::_ 
' 
. ' . . . . ---~ .- . 
~ .., I '• ' 
.J. 
... ; .. 
,·, .·!", 
. . 
. to.'propagate to' c·ause failure. ·. ' ,• '-I, I . 
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. ; .Xhe· major part of the life. for b~th of· the-·;end·,_detai'lS11 
..... ... . 
., 
-.. , ...... 
· ·tal<e:s pla:ce with the .crack adjacent to the· weld in ari- area~: of__ _. · 
. high stress concentration. and local residual tensile stress due 
to the heat input during the welding of the coverplate. Exam-
. ination of the tested beams showed that most of the beams had 
observable cracks in the compression flange ·at the toe of the 
weld. It would s.eem that crack propagation i·n this area was un- · 
·, effected by the nominal minimum stress to which. the beam wa-s - · 
.• 
subjected even when the nominal minimum stress was compression.· 
- . It is probable that re·s,idual str~sses elevate ·the actual stress 
. in this area so that the re·su1ting stress- range is tension. 
I. 
The· effect--ef residual· stress·es on the fati_gue behavio.:r 
,[ ' 
of wel9-ed structures has been noted by.other investigators. 
Braithwaite and Gurney (Ref. 15)-have found that compression 
residual stresses in welded cross gir;d·er connecti·ons were aple ' . 
- . ·~ 
to effectively stop the propagation of quite large cracks. Ref-
erences 6 and 7 ha\le illustrated that art if ici9lly inducir1g local 
-· -- _compressive residual str~sses greatly extends the life of a fillet 
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. relieving a fill'et welded specimen pro'duced almost negligible in-
creases in fatigue lives when th.~. specimens were subjected _to an 
~- . 
alternating tensile stress .. and a considerable increase of the 
,l 
.~··.:::.-•,. 
' ...... ,,. 
-lives when the nominal stress was compressive. \ ,. ' . 
I , .· : 
. . . _..... 
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important· when they ~re acting with .the ap.pl·ied .str~s·s. 'The: Pe~· 
·1ationship between the. appl.ietlnominal stress. range. and the 
growth of the crack seems to be uneffected by the value of the 
. .. minimum stress· when tension residual stresses are pI'.esent. This .r.. 
result seems reasonable if the tension- residual stresses are con-. 
sidered to hold the crack open ~hen the applied nominal stress-is 
zero. The value of .the minimum stress would only have an ~ffect 
when itsJvalue was such.that it caused the crack to close. 
Values of minimum s.t·ress · that· ca·tise·d the crack to close would de-
crease the stres·s range at the· _crack that· contributes to crack 
growth. Conversely, minimum ·stresses that do not close the crack 
...... 1,_ ...... 
would have no effect and ·the _apparent stress· range would equal 
the full nominal appl1.ed st~ess rang.e.. , The values .. of minimum 
stress examined in the. primary expe~iment seem to have been above 
· the _value ·necessary to .close the crack since minimum stress .was·· 
not a signific?nt pa·rameter _i_n _ the lives of the welded end of 
·t.he coverplate where cr1ack growth occurred adj a·cent t.o weld· for 
, .... ; 
almost the ful.l life of the spec·imen, ... The observed· number of com-
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'i --.· . large tensile residual stresses were present so t·hat a· _large. com-
• 
- . 
. pressive·m~nimum stress would be requir~d to close a crack. 
•, 
. ' ,.. • f ,: 
' 
. . 
- -.. ,· 
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-
- • - -
• , 
· welded -~!ld of the coverplate took place adj·acent to the· weld the 
' . ' . 





. later stc;1ges--,of growth which wou'ia· ·be a -small portion of the' 
. . - ' ~. . . . 
_ spe·cimen 's · total -life. .. , ·• - . . ,, ... The anaiysis of· the -- results. _verified· ·_ 




t·he ·behavior· of the unwelded end·' of the ·coverplate, stress range 
was the dominate parameter. 
The analysis of .-the ·results ··of the. unwelded end of the· 
coverplate showed that th:e, welded beams exhibited a longer life 
than ·the· rolled be·ams. Measurements of the residual stresses in . 
the flanges of the two types of beam were ma¢ie us·ing the method 




.... • ....... 
.... 
_ .... ~.· 
-·.:·. 
• _, r· 
the two becims is shown in Figures 37 and 38. The resi_dual stresses 
shown were determined in the portion_s of ~he beams .without cover-
-£ . plates. The rqlled beam was -essentially -stress relieved since it 
was straightened py rotarizing at the rolling mill. The welded 
--
. beam was not straightened and exhibited a pronounced residual 
-· stress pattern of a -- muc-h larger magnitude. Phe location of max-
imum compressive residual stress is see·n to be· coin-cident with ~~- ~ 
~'. 
_- the location -of ·the longitudinal coverplate weld. This compres-· · · · -
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residual stress caused by the coverplate· weld and decreases the 
.... , ....... .. 
. app:arent s·tress. range at the ·.crack, thereby extending the life 
.. of t·he welded beams. · ..... 
('' 
. . 








' ... · ·, importan.t in the -behavi·or of both end ·details. More <?Ompression 
• 
...: .... 
. . . 
... 
· f·lang)e failures were found in -the A514 steel beams than in the 
. ' 
other steels. · Also, failures occurred at lower values ot · minimum·· 
. . 
stress· in this steel than in the 1-uwer strength A3~--a,nd A441 
steels. This ef:fect may be due to the larger residual stresses 
· pres_e~t in this steel due to i·ts higher yield strength • 
., 
The differences in the beh·avior of the two end details 
.. \'ti.th respect to the applied stresses lean be· .logically thought. of 
l 
• 
as due to differences in the crack growth geometry ·w·i th respect. 
• 
to the weld during the ~ifferent stages of crack growth. The 
~rac~ at the welded end of the coverplate.grows in an environment 
_of h_igh tension residual stress for almost its entire..----life. The 
eff-ect of minimum stress would therefore be negligible. The· 
t 
cr:ack at the unwelded end of the coverpl-ate although growing for· 
the· major part ·of· its life in an area of high residual stress 
' t 
. 
spend~- ·a longer portion o·f its. life in an area nearly free. of 
re.sidual stresses or in an are-a of compressive residual tress . 
.. 
Minimum· stress would therefore have an ef feet in this portion of ·. 
· its life. Since this is a. small portion of the overall life, min.-: 
' 
. 
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·. 9rack growth dominates the total life. ~his stag.e i·n .. growth ··wa:s,· · 
.. further examined using . fracture .me~~ar1i.q§ __ t.eJJ.hniques __ to-determifl...._e -
.. · what. variables effe.cted the behavior of the crack • 
.. 
Thei relationship AKn = },da/ dN was' proposed by Paris 
. 
•· {Ref. 9) · ·to· relate the change in K, . the stress intensity f act·or 
for the leading edge of a crack,to growth. Since Ki~ linearly 
proportional to the app~ied nominal stress, 6K is proportional 
t~ str:ss range~· 'I'he relationship 6Kn = Ada/ dN suggest that for 
:- ,==· ~. ' ' ,: ..... - , .. ·,-"' 
~ -- :.,-· 
.... 
I • 
, I • . -similar detai.ls t_h~- difference in crack growth rates is propor-
tional to a power· of the stress range. During stage one of crack 
growth,' the crack is· in an ar.ea of high tensile residual stress . 
. Consequently, the fu).l value of the. stress range would always be 
effective in producing ,~K.,. regardless _of the minimum stress. 
--··--
• 
An examination of: fillet· welds· .by Sign~s_ et al (Ref. 10) 
-~. indicated that fatigue cracks at the toe of fillet welds start 
from· initial micro cracks at the weld toe. . The life of a fillet' 
welded specimen ~an consequently- be con~idered as consumed by the 
---·----·-·· ---
-
-···---------~""'---·- - propagation of a initial micro crack to a -crack size causing fail-
ure -·'O·f the specimen, .. 
,. -,. 
-
t··~· ·_, • •I ·.~ • 
~(~\, ;! 
.. 
. . . .. 
-Jr •• 
·,,'' ::: . ~ ' ' ., 
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• 
'In':o_raer .. to ·evaluate .. stage -one of. the crack· growth 




· different number of cycles was determined by measuring the rust· 
·~·· ... ~, 
stains on the fracture" surf ace. The rust st-ains, as mentioned 
earlier, represent the crack size in the sp~dimen after its ini-
. • D 
.. tial tes,t. The measured . crack · sizes and· other properties of· ·the 
r· . 
I 
. .  · .. , ' 
. ' . 
. '. 
. ~ ., . 
,., ' .... "' ...... 






Littl·e information was availab·le o·n the crack growth 
• ."\ I 
of ~tlte we-lded end since ·most of the init_ial failures occurred a,t 
thi·s end. The analysis of stage one of th·e crack growth pattern 
__ was consequently do~~ first on the unwelded· :end: wh·ere· mor.e in-
' . 
r formation was available. 
.• 
· The ratio o.f a" to ·b .. ir1 .rra._ble: :27 is ifea.rly constant and 
about equal to 2/3 for ail the· ~nwelded specimens m~'asured. It 
appears that this may be charac ..teristi.c· of_ cracks initiating f roro. 
the ends of fillet welds. 
I " 
ThJ~: stres $- intens·fty value K for .a semi-elliptical sur-
f ace crack was developed by Irwin and is given in Reference 11. 
Using the more accurate secant correction f·or ,a fin:Lte width as 
given in Ref. 12, the K value l~r th~ end of the semi-minor axis 
• a is: 
·•. 
K = a/rra j na [l + 0.12(1 .. ci/b)] 't , .. sec 2t 
: 0 . ·.• .. 
. ':.. . 
~-
• 
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· · Since -a/h is a cdnstal)t equal .tb 2/3·. the· value '-of t ·· is als·o 
. . . 0 . 
. . 
' 
' . . . . . 
:. . . . ,. • • ' •• > 
.. 
• 
·co_n,st·ant and is equal to 1. 32. Hence, the value of. K · is a. fun.c~- . 
....... 
-·t·ion: of a, t .and -the stress. a.- as given by 
. -
K = O. 788 o /rra / seCna/2t :,. ('l) 
. . 
· · rra 
.I-f; l< :; a /rrc where -c = .. 0 .• 622 a .sec /2t, ·the. relationship petweert. 
· :f1.)( an~ da/dn becomes: 
• 
where b.a is the. -applied :range t~imes .. ·a .S·tre·ss· ·concentration f·ac~ 
tor·A· 
~ . •. ·: . 
!ntergrating E 2. between the limits of N. th h N q. ~ . _1 ·· roug f . 
. and c1 through cf, the values of the· applied cycles and .. c at 
initiation. and _failure, yields the following equation when n is· 
not· eqaul to 2. 
.· 
A tt . rrn/ 2 fs.ah.[ N - - N ] -.a, -a 
. . . . . . - · f i. ~ . Ci - Cf 
'. ~ .: •: 
· ... - ·c·-3-·) ... 
,,. : :.: .. 
'1 •. 
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'If ... A '- ' =, NF - N .-,. Eq. 3·. becomes: 
. ; ·1 
. ' . 
.. .... .. '. ,. 
. . _ ... ' (',_.. . 
. . . . .·.A ' n . . . -a, . -a --
d _·· :, • ' . • '~ 
. . . SR. A·N_o: .= . ci - ·~F . -.. 
' ' - ...... ;--. 
' .• 
., 
.·_ .. :.(4) '. 
t" .... ' .·• ·(l . ' 
. 
.. -. 
~ ' •, ... 
' . . . . -~ ' . 
... . .. ~ 
.. . 
. - - .. . 
. ' -- '•- ----~ .... - ' 
. . . ' 
,, Equation 4 has three unknowns (A',__ n and Ci) Which must be deter-
.. 
· mined from the experiment-al--dat-a-.~------The exponent n was determin"ed · 
' 
· from a tria~l-and error fit of the data to Eq. 4. · The--value n = J· 
. 
was found to best describe the. behavior of. the specimen. A valu,e 
. ' 
' . ' . 
of n = 4 was previously ~.ugges ted (Ref. 9) . Th~ bulk of the . data 
. - to which this was ~pplied was from tests of aluminum alloys. 
' More recent tests in·steel have shown that-the value of n may 
·• \ I• 
even decrease below 3· (Refs .. 13 and 14) • 
The value o:f A:1. was determined from Eq. 4 using the 
0 ' 
c_rack propagation data ft~om specimens CWA-242 and CWB-242. These· 
tw.o. s~cimens were us.ed: since _they wer~ tested at identical levels 
.. ., .. , I 
. 
·· :, of stress. Also_, the analysis of the data had. indicated no dif-
-
. · ference in the behavior of A36 and A441 steels. Therefore, it 
could be ~ assumed t~t ea.ch would have the same value of A'. A 
. . 
··· plastic zone correction for crack length was not used when A' :was. 
determined from Eq. 4. 
I 
-









that varied between 114 and 142. Th~ average of specimens CWA-242, 
CWB-:242, and CWB-251 was 130. _The larger ... ~catter in this value 
~r . ·. 
seems reasonable since a variance~in initial crack size would be 
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.-: . " 
. ' ~ . 
expected in producti_on welded. specimens. Al.so., -·the-·value of A 
. . . 
. . . 
may vary slightly du·e · to weld g·e.ometry · so that A' may also var.y 
slightly for each beam. 
< •• ·• •-·-, - ·e·. - ' -~--~··-::-:-·- ,·· ·-·- • 
.. ·,_ ...... 
.. T,he form of Eq. 4 'suggests. an inte-Pe-sting re,,lationsJ1i:p'- . 
• 
between the) initial crack size . Ci' and the. fffial··c-rack Si-ze·;··-cf, 
,.. . 
,. ,-
on the life L\N. If cf 'is large wheri compared with C;i, the re• ( · "' · 
lationship between the applied stress range and. the life 8·N. be-
come~ ·a function of ci alone. The- -va±ae---ef----e---f-o-r-- stage one of 
the crack growth apprqaches. infinity as a/t approaches unity'· 
. . because the secant term in Eq. 1 causes the value of )/cf to 
approach zero. The increment·-··of .).if e 6N for the crack to pr.9p~ 
l . 
- - -
. -agate through· the thicknes·s of the flange thus becomes dependen:t· 
only on ci. ·ts,r gi_ven values o·f 1.\', n and the stre·s.s range, Sr. 
Using the average value= .of -~·i,:. the number of cy:cl.es f.o:r 
t:he crack ·to pro.pagate through ·t:he f·lange is given by the :follow-
irtg equation:-
·,· 
..•. . -3 
·=: 1/• A ,:1· C·. ··:S . 
·. · 1 · r =· 1 .• 27 .. 5, )(. 1()9: 5~ 3 . . . ·····. r· (S:) 
For a ve:ry thick flange ·the va1:ue: b::f X .may ·v:ary with 




· · However, the value of· c \yOUld .be .large when the· effects of -these·"-~ 
-
changes in boundary conditions· become sign1f_1.cant. Hence, the 
remaining-life would be quite· small. 
·~.· 
..... ' ·: .  . - .. 
.,, 
. , ~ ~· . 
.'.-~··,~ 
''· ,,:, 
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. 
. -.. ,,-1·· .·' . A similar ana~ysis w.as performed ·on one specimen from 
. -·····-- --~--..,.-, -:-. -. 
. 
. 
. , t~e welded end of the coverplate. . The s pe·c.imen was beam CWB- 301. ·. · 
·~ .. . . . . 
. "i·,, . 
• • • • . .... -.,~ • ' . 
. · The crack front· at the end of the 1n1t1al te.st was Just ~t the 
.• ·.\ ·:. -..r .. 
,' . ' 
lower f·lange surface. Since no other data was avaJ.lable the . · 
.. · . . •:.- . . . ·. . ·;-t~'. > 
. . 
. . ~ 
· valll~s of At and n f J;'Om t~. analysis of the unwelded end were 
. 
.. 
used. The· vaiue of A' is believed -to differ _only the· correction-· 
. ': 
·f.or a/b since the value of l, the ·stres·s .concen.tra,tion }actor;· 
·at the weld toe is, about the same for both. details. The cycles 
of applied stress, N, at the end of th,: initial test was consid~ 
.• I. 
... 
• , - • l),,. 
. 
ered as the limit of stage one in the crack growth pattern ~f 
was then determined using Eq. 5. 
-the specimen. The va1U7 of Vci 
I I 
.•. The resulting value was 121. T~is value was ·-within the rang~,- of . 
values computed for tpe unwelded end. 
-- .t-.,,. Equation S therefore pre-
'• • 
. . 
. diets the life for stage one crack growth for both end detai.ls. 
/ Tnis is also .in agreement with the experimental results for the 
first observed cracks as was shown in.Figure 30. Equation-sis 
:1 ,,. 
' 
also c~mpared with the cycles as first observed cracking in Fig-
ure 30. It is apparent that this analysis also confirms the . .. _.u{!"" 
regression analysis and the empirical log~log model. 
7. 2 ANALYSIS OF STAGES TWO AND THREE 
------------------' 
The interpretation of the other stages of crack prop-
agation _was done __ qualitatively · using th~ princi-ples .of ·fracture 
1" 
mechanics. No source'of growth rates was available but the 
~ following observations can be made concerning these stages. 
• 
. '.. ' 
... 
... - . 
., 
.. 
. . ' · 1 .,: !" 
··~ . 
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Th~ growth of the crack at the welded end of the cover- : . ·. ·. .i 
.. ,... .... I 
. . . ; . 
' . 
..,._..:.:..:,, __ 
·-pla.te was in an area adjacent to the ~eld. The ·va-lue of A ·would · 
, ·····-' '· 
' . :· ....... 
.. · ~emain unchanged -and the. high ___ residual stresses present ·wQuld' . 
· · make the full stress range effective •. The crack size at the .- .. · .. · .. ···""·' .. 
... -~~ ~ 
'l ... ·•· 
. ~-· --. ' -
. . 
.. 
, .. , 
•7t:t • 
. I '1 f 
<ttl!': 
.~ . 
·trcihsition. froin · stage one 'to two would change from_a___to b, half 
I 
· I . 
th·e width ·o·f the ellipse in stage· one as i~lust.rated' in figure ··-11 •. _ 
j 
If· the ·influence of the web .is neglected, the value for K woul.d,-
. ~ 
· be of the_ form K = Cina where a is the crack length and C is a 
constant depending on geometry. _ The crack size a at the onset 
.. ~ - . . -;-, 
of stage two would be equal to b_ o~f stage one, a much larger 
I 
value than the initial crack si.ze of stage one. The life of 
____ stage two· would consequently be- :small since the r_elationship de-
,:; 
. . 
. fining its life would be in. the form of Eq •. 5 where the remaining 
';, 
} 
life is invers~ly proportiona-1 ·to the initial crack size. 
·:-- ... - J The crack at the· unwelded end ·.of the. coverp~ate grows 
~--
. 
·o'u-t ·of· the ar-ea of high tensile r.esidual. stress during stage two • 
.. Also .. , · the effect of the stress concentrat-ion due to the loDgitu-
. ...._. 
dinal fill et w-_e:ld decreases as the crack .. propagates. Minimum. · 
' 
· stress would-~herefore have an effect since no propagation can 
.--- "'!: • 
.. re.ason-ably be assumed· after .the nominal stress reaches some -
. I~ I' 
finite -compre~sion value. ·The additional· life consumed by stages-
.· 
C 
two and· threee would how-ever be small. The life con~umed in stag·e 
two· of the un~elded end would be greater than that of~stage two 
of the welc;led end since the initial crack size- would be much 
. 
smaller. As the crack-grows and reaches ·stage three-its crack 
' . . 
, ... ,1) . 
~- . ~ 
•.OJ 
·, .. } .... 
., 
r • 
. . . 
I. . ' 
. . ~ f'...... • . ;_- ' 
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. ' "' 
.. length doubJ_es. arid·- ~K ·at. the· crack ~,front increas.es by a factor. . . .... ,-; ·•. ,, . ., . . 
. : 
~ ,• . 
o·f ./8 or approximately 3. 
' " 1i Consequently· t-he t-hird stage in the . 
' 
. . 
·growth would. be very-rapid a.nd · accounts for yery .. littl~. of the -
. -~ 
. 
'"?' ' . 
. 













which was developed- f_pom observations of 
t~e ~~welded end oft~~ coverplate, was 
also found to be a reasonable approximationa of the tota~ life __ _ 
-




..... · ___ .:....!. .... 
V \0 • 
_;.,, -·. 
of the welded end during its first stage of· growth as illu-strated 




.l!Overplate was almost totally c9nsumed by growth of .t~e· crack . 
during this stag~,, the regres~ion eq1.i'at.ions of this detail 
·should be similar to equation 5. The regression ··equation 
- -B N = B1 + B2 .log Sr can be rewritten in the form J = GS 2 • r .. 
log· 
. The 
V~lue of G for each steel and for all the st~els combined is., 
•• 
• 
.The -comparison shows that the value: of t·he exponent of 
stress range n, varied from 2.8768 to 2.·a-041_ an~ the valt1e of 
. -
G varied from 8. 702 x· 108 .. to 10. 44 x..io8 ... The value of n is 
-seen to decregse with. increasing yieid.stress as was reported 
" 
.. 
in Reference 13. The magnitude of the decrease is much.smaller 
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: Figure '27.compar~s the pegression lines_.for the fail-_·· 
. 





·. _. differences in the slopes_ of these lines,_ due to· the exponent - . • • .. I, • 
'·1 ,, 
of. -stress range, is easily seen in thi~ f·igtir~. Equation 5 based . 
·. :orr a fracture mechanics · analysis of the crack growth i-s also se·en~~·~----·· - .· 
•'.l 
·.[ '. ------ .. 
_. - ··._to adequately represent the b~~avior of the spe·cimel)s • 
•'\. - -





• • 1 ~ ~ 
• 
. - ... -··------ ~- -.--------.. ·-----·-··---· 
----·--·· 
The G ·term in tft~: regression eq~ati9n can be gi\ren-' '. . 
- physicalusignificance if ·the analogy between Eq. sand the re-
gressi~n equat~on is .useq. •The value of G for any exponent n -
greater than 2 :would be: 
-a, . . ' 
·G. . ::: C •. · ./A ... 
' ,1 ' --
., 





.. The value of G i-s· dependent upon the value of :n: .•. The average .. 
values -of the s·tress concehtrat_io.n- factor, A,. ':and the ini t-ial - crack 
.!.. -· .. 
size, ci' would be expected to be th·e ·same for :each steel· since 
the fabrication\ used for each was the sa·me. If ·the differences 
-
.. • --- ~--· in the ex~onent n for each steel are neglected, the value ~f G: 
. 
. becomes dep~ndent upon A the constant relating da/dN the crack 
growth ~.rate with tiK.· · ·The change-s of G with· steel are of the • 
-· 
-. 
same order of magnitude as the changes .of-.· n and consequently no . - · · 
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The ql.lantity A is uSually cOnsidered to be a material, .,.----• • ~· I 
---,'· ·<, I 
' -1 
p~~operty. · The exponent, 11, ·may-also be a material property.· . . ., . 
· but its variance with ·ctifferent ·materials seems to be quite. small •.. · 
The stress analysis per.forJI!ecLoz:i the cr·a.ck datt?a wa·s done without 
··a correction for plasticity which· rri~y, have ~idden ~he. significance·.-·-
. of the steel's material properties-.. The inclusion of .·a plasticity~-
.. c.o~r·ection factor would suggest that the cr~ck growt,h ·-behavior is:. 
' 
• 
dependent upon the yield strength-of the steels, a· fact which 
.... 
would not agre:e with the e·xperimental evidence • 
... 
~ - 7 ·• 4 SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS 
•: 
4 
It is evident from this ·discuss.ion ·that in order to 
• 
hav.e= a welded structure with sm·all cracks, the designer should 
... 
·. ·consider the stress range at the weld as ·the design criterion. 
Although C?s was pointed out i~ Ref. 10, mi"cro cracks .do exist at,. 
. ' 
-'( 
the toe of· the fillet. weld, the analysis and interpretations of 
'the ""experimental res tilts show that stress range controis the 
.. ~ 
. . ' ~ growth of the micro cracks adjacent to the weld. The. percentage 
of the total li·:f.e ·cQnsumed in/ the pro_pagation of. the crack out-
side of this region has beeri shown to be small. Therefore, a __________ _ 
• 
design based on stress range, although slightly conservative for 
. -
. ~) . 
failure lives when compressive minimu.m stress exists without re-
- -·· -· .. ···--------· .- ·-
,,, sidual tensile stresses, best represents the physical behavior o_f 
welded structure_under cyclic loading . 
. ...... ; 
' - '.•-
.-..... .; ~ ... 
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· 8. .. ·coMPARIS.ON WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS 
. ... . .· - . 
. . . .,, •' .. , ·_. 
. ' . '' • . ·.:.. . . ·~ • ·Y'": ·, -~ ... . 
' .. 
' . . .. 
A' .·, ...... •• 
· .. PI'evious .fatigue tests on ·beams with cove.rpla.tesrwere 
' .. . _·_.:..--






I : •• ', • •• c.ondMcted without ·any .. ·attempt to· ·isolate. the effects of the con-•• ~ ., ' • ' • ; -<, ... ~ ~ • • • • .. • • 
" 
-
. . ; 
trolled variabies (Refs. 2, 1s,·· 16 and i1). · The object .of the 





'" ·"" . 
. -~----~ ~ .. tests. wa5~to · es·tablish S-N curves--for a~ p~·rticular· detail~ --··tlo -
~ : • . 
. . . . .. . . . .. ' . • . I\.· . ' . ' ' -attempt. was made to satis~y the .requirement~ neces_sary· fo~ ar . .•· ' 
- . . 
. •· . 
-- .. - . -





___ ;_ -.--~-f4---bicfS~ lfiayli~:1ye ___ been·-iri frba ilced·, -ihto ___ tnere s 1.ii ts··· ·s 1nce. ·no- . ·attempt 
,. 
. . 
. .. · -
- ··•- .. ---· ,. at randomi~ati6n was made~ The ex~eriment~l ~rror was not de-
termined due to the ·la.ck of: repl_ication. , 
The £abricat1on .t:echniques ·-used in all previ-ous tests 
- - .., . _. - . . - -- .. - - . - - --
:W.e re the same... _The s·pepimens· we.re manually w~lded under con-
trolled laboratory_ conditions. W-ith no attempt. to simulate actua.J~ 
f abricatiqn. te .. chniqu·e.s_ used in industry. 
. 
r .... ~The exa~tnatiq~ of Eq. 5 in the pre~ious chapter in~ 
d:icated:- that the initial crack· size, c., is an important vari-able. 
. . 
. 1 .. . 
The values of: ·A' ·and n for a -particular :Specimen codfiguration a11d 
steel are most likely constants, .wnile: c .. is a random variable 
----- -----. ' 
.1 
that is dependent upon the \-te.ld·ing :technique used, the pro-
ficiency of the welder and other ·.variables -associated with ·the 
. ' 
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·~-- 'Replication is ·needed to determine the .average' value of 
. . 
. . ~ 
· · ~i for each type of specimen and fabrication process ~mployed. · · 
. ·" The randomization of1 the specimens, \\l_ith respect to fabrication.· -
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sequence, is clearly needed to ·in.sure th~t the .val;..ue of-·c. is· .a,: ·· . . 
. . . . ~-. 1 
- . ··-.... ,· 
·- :-· 
· random variable with :respect .. to applied. stre·sses.· 




. The results of previoµs- tests. on ·coverplates with· ~nd · · 
.. 
,._ 
we1·ds (Refs. 2 and 15 ..). are compared with the mean regression curve 







... : . 
·. 
.. 
tive regress ton lines. The early t-e_sts. of Wilson -(Ref. 2) fall _ 
below· the mean regression line· .of ·the present tests and the 
. -
-
. . :;-, .. 
tests repqrted by Hall and Stallmeyer (Ref. 15 )- -fall above the 
' line. The. regression line of. the present test.s. is seen td'P.,best: .. 
-· . represent the be~avi6~ of a11· the results. 
_.:.. -~-
The welding technique used. to make·: .the oena: welds was 
,· 
the same for all three ihve~tigati·ons: The \'ieids were .. made using 
manual ele_ctrode welding·. The tests reported by Wilson· were 
undertaken duri_!1g the c;levelopment of welding technology and con~ ·/' 
_ seque~tly one would intuitively expect them to exhibit a shorter-
life. 
-- ·-----·· . . 
I ' • ...,. 
The beams tested by Hall and Stallmeyer were carefully 
.. 
fabricated ~a-poratory specimen_s that· were welded using modern · 
' 
techniques. They should theref~re ·exhibit a long~r life than 
•r -
______.... 
Wilson' s-·--early s peci.men~. These results sho~ld also provide an 
I . 
\ 
upper bound for the igue lives. ot c_overplated specimen~ welded' 
• 
. ... ~ ... 
, .. 
. ~ ... . . 
. .. , ........ 
,·~·~· ... 







~- -. ~ I ' .. 








i. ... ~ , . . ·'.• ·.' .. u·sing 'modern. techniques. 
., ' 
. ·,:., .. ,,._ 
The ·,nean regression line of the present 
I . • 
I -










' "· ; .. 
I. 
. ' 
·:·test seriei is seen to be below these results ·(See .Fig. 31). 
This would be expected for production welded specimens where 
quality control would be · 1ess rigid than for t~e labora~ory 
.· -
. • .. ' . . . , . 
. s .. pecimens.--, .. 
.. ·,; 
' ;,,, . -.. 
· / ·. :·The: result1s of · prev.ious tests , ·ori . ~quare · ended cover~ , . 
·.plated~-- beams· without end · welds is· shown in Fig. 32 · (Re··f ~~. -· 15 . an.a··' . 
·16). · The ·tests. were conducted on comparable sections tested at 
. 1 
the same ·test facility within a. short time of---each other. · The· 
-results are seen to lie parallel tc>' each other with the test-s. 
- . 
reported· by Fisher and. Vi est ·(Ref. 16) falling to the lef-t pf 
those reported by Ha-11 and Stallmey~r (Ref. 15). This behavior 
is· what would be expected due to a difference in an average c ·. 
1 




dicative·of the error variation ~hat can be expe~ted. 
• 3:r'"''_. 1._, 
"'. 
" 
. , Th~. mean regress.ion line from this study falls below 
these laboratory fabricated specimens. This again seems reason-
.. 
able· due. to the difference in production and laboratory f ab-
rication ·technique_s and quality control. 
The results of all previous tests are shown in Fig. 33 
along with .. the mean regression line of· the present tests on end 




·errors of. estimate. The data jn the graph includes data from 
' " ' 
' ') 
•. 
. t\' ' 
~,. 
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Ref. 17 where weld si~e was inVeStigated.~ al-1 ·the reSults Of . •· ~-
. I'' • • • :; .• .... . --·--i ,,.'·/ .· 
. . . ' 
._ Wilson '_s. ·early ·tests and --·.all ·'the _different end details ____ inyes- . 
. • . ·.•·. - ·l , 
.. 
1-.~ ~1 : ,'\. • • • . 
. .'.tigated _ in each r~ferenca._ ___ -The .. dashed · 1ine,. re·preseqting two ,I I '. 
. ·• 
standard -er-rors of _es·timate:· for this study is seen to include· 
' . ' 
.. "· a,lmos-t all of the data. 
. ."lff.-~ • . - ... ~ ·-- . ' ' 
" . . . - The regression- _line based_,-. bri --the ·results of the current 







!) te·st data not only defines the .behavior -of. the · curre·nt · test 
. 
~ specimen, it also aqequately. describe$ th:e behavior of all pre-
vious tests. The agreement bet-ween the qurrent test.results and 
·. . 
_;~the previous resu~ts is excell~nt considering the large variation 
. _. .~ .... 
. , 
. ' 
f abric~tion t~chniques, coverplatE! e1nd details and weld qtiality 
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WITH AASHO SPECIFICATION PROVISIONS 
. .-_: .... '. . . --- . 
. . ' 
. . . ' : ,- ·. '. - . ' '. 
:,,., . 
· The allowable stress .at the end of a cciverplate th~t is. 
permitted i~ . the · curre~t . (iASHO 1966-67 °Interim Specifications) 
. . 1 
·bridge specifications is a -function of· th.e number of cycles for 
. -,.- -·,,--
The controlling. s·tress is -the 





which the member.is designed. 
subjected.· The-allowable-stress range is :not a function· of the 
'., 
. type of steel, the· co~erplate_ end detail or t-he minimum stress. 
The de'sign prq_vis·io'rts which~ . ,w.ere b·ase·a on ·the stud·ies 
. 
reported i_n Ref. 1 seem rational in light of the ·r·e~ults of the 
current test results·. The. analysis of t.he behav·ior of both end 
details and all steels tested showed, t.hat for th·~ area adjacent 
to a coverplate weld, stress range gove.rned the growth of the 
crack. The ·number of cycles. for 1a crack to ·p~opagate through 
, .. '"\ -
the flang:e was essentially t-he.: same for both: end details tested. 
Since the specifi.ca:t.ion_ d_o.e.s ncYt dif.ferentiat.e· b_~tween. end details 




The difference in the behavior of the d'ifferent steels: · 
.... 
--. .tested was ~quit·e small as .was the differe-nces due--to type of :beam -
, .. 
to which the coverplate is atta~hed. The specifica~ion seems to 
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• ...,,; ' • ' • > -
. . 
. ' . .. 
.-53. , . 
,' .... 
· The allow·a):)Ie stress ranges ·_for base metal adjacent to · 
-
-- ,---,,..--~-- .::=:-,.:::, 
. ...... . . r--.... 
" 
· f'illet w¢lds. is _ compared with the · results of the end w.elded · detail ·". · ··• · 
I .• 
. ' : ~ I ,' - ',. 









. . ' in Figur.e ·34. . The regress ion l:ine ~or· the· .~est.s on end welded 
d . 
coverplates and a lower-parallel line representing· two stand~rd · 
· errors of estimate· from the regression line is also -sho~n. Over, 
,II;..,,. 
100 t,.ests were used to determine these- relationships and hence ·it 
~an- be assumed that the standard error .of ·estimate· is a ~ood~'~es.:. 
timati.on of the actlfal standard deviation of th~- data Jrom the 
mean line • 
... 
.. 
• A cumulative f:requ.ertcy di.c;l:gram was constructed for both 
end details at each ··1e~vel of_ stress· range to· verify the normality 
of the data.·' The: ·p.lotting position·, .P·, used was. 
.. !', P . 
1 
_ . i. ·-~ 3/~ 
- .. n + :1/4 
W:her.e. 'i -is· the order numbe.r ·a:nd ri -.t.s t!'.le: po,pt:rl~tio·n: size. These 
:plots are shown in_ Figures 35_ a.nd 36. The mea·n at each level of 
~·tress range· was estimated fr_om the regr.e~sion equation, a lin·e 
th~ough this predicted -mean witl:i~,a slope equal to the standard . .. 
-~ 0 error -0£ estimate w~s~6onstructed. It caµ.)e seen that the re-
gre.ssion equation predicts the mep.n quite weli as does the st.an.-l 
dard error of est--irnate. predicts 'the· true. sU>pe·. of .the data or 
. 
. the stanclard c:leviat-ion. The line, i:n Fig. 34_, :o-f·: two standard 
errors of. estimate f_;t'bm· the mean regressio~ can be. assumed to be 
a ·97.5% survival 1.i.ne if the standard eF.ror of estimate is assumed 
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. . ... 
..,.., .. 
. . to be equal to ~he! standard deviation. Whether the · percentage is 
;.c· .... 
. 97.5% or the. cohfi~ence level is 95% or ~9% .m~kes ~lit~le·differ~ 
·,1--1·--
1 · erence in the· 1ocation of the line for ·such a large· sample and .re 
. .. without res.ervat·ions we_ may~ say that almost all of .the failures 
... 
encountered-. in the tests lie to ·-the right of .this line (:se·e Figures . ·. 
_, . 23 and ·24.) .• 
. . 1' 
• 
-The welded end of the coverplate was found- ··to produce . . 
·the shortest f.atigue life /and th~refore its results wer~ compareq 
' 
. to.--the AASHO provisions· in Figure 34._ · This comparison shows that 
the .specifications are conserva~iv~ at :100, 000 · cycles and. sligh:t;ly· 
.. ti' ;. 
non-conservative at 2,000,000 cycles, if the survival rat.e is 
selected at approximately 97 percent·. The c~oice _C?f this prob-
ahiiit~. of s~r~ival seems re~ionable -since F{gs. 30 and 33 have 
illustrated ___ that two standard errors- of estimate include almost 
·all of the first observed cracks and previous data . _ .. :.'""'"': .-
. 
The stress range permitted by the specification· at ·-
2, 000, 000 cycles is slightly non-conservative in view of this 
study and a lower value of 7 ks.i seems· more appropriate. · The 
.. 
permitted stresses ,at 100., 000 cycles is con~ervative _and a larger 
value of 21 ksi.would provide the same probability cif survival. 
The cdverplate details.evaluated in this exper.iment had 
. 
a. coverplate thickness eq-~al to the maximum currently allowed in 
-
.... 
-the existing specification. ' ---
. 
. 
Future tests will include· thicker · . 
.. . 
. ., 
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' ' ' . . ' ' . 
tests should provide further verifivatio~ of the stress-~ycle .· 
.., 
relationship for· slight variations . . 1 ' in- the "notc.h" and initial 
--.:::- .... . 
·crack conditions. .. They should also provide a means of eval-
Uating whether· other geometric configurations can cause Signif-. 
• 
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. .. ·l-0. . . SUMf11-\RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
_ .... 
. . . ,. . -
. ()· ·-,. The results of this stµdy showed that the nominal st·ress .. 
f· 
' . 






range· 1was · the .parameter controlling the growth of . a·· crack .adj a cent 
• 1-· _,.~'""·. 
. 
~ 
~ .. . _ ... ~·:.../ 
to. the weld. Minimum stress was only significant in_ the portion . 
r ·I . . 
• 
. 
.. of ~the total .~ife_when.the ~rack was away from an. area of·terlsile 
. ~·-. ·. res.idual ·stress •. -The -significance· of. minimum· .stre·ss. on,; the.· totai . 
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. ·• t 
· life. o.f .. the spe~~men was very- smaJ.l when nominal tensi0n s-tress-·es ~. 
\ <\ 
• 




.of -the.life of the beam. If the nominal stress was compression, · 
' /' 
. -the life of the specim~n was usually longer. However, it should 
' be -noted that failures did occur e·ven. when the nominal compres- . 
sion stresses. were l~rge · and that· these failures occurred within ·· -~ 
' Q 
the life observed for the tension flange failures. 
. ' 
~ A d.esign based on stress range as the controlling pc1~ 
rameter. is r~asonable. The poss.ibili ty of a_ ·Ooverplate, in actual 
.. 
. 
. construction, ~ing subjected to on.ly -compression stresses seems· 
remote. A small amount of nominal tensio.n is all that would be 
) 
_ necessary ·t9 propagate a crack at a fairly rapid rate after it .. . 
.. 
·- r'-'· . •; 
. J' . has· grown out of the area of tensi_le·residual stress. 
. ~· 
- • •·R 
No difference was· found in· the behavi'or of ·A3G·· and A441 '~-~ . 
r 
steels ._o/hile the h;igher strength A514 ste_al produced a slightly 
better fatigue behavior. The welded ·AS14 beams exhibited a longer 
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- obs·erved in· the· A36 and A441 -- ste·e1s. These effects were. found to · 
·. - - be .minor· and -for the purpose··.· o·f design to be of· negligible im-
.. 
, . 
' . . ' 
. .! • t 
··.portance. -
. ~ 
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. ·- - . . I • 
. .. . . lives. . The coverplate end wi~hout' a ~rans verse weld y.ielded the .. 
I'-
· · longest life.~ The -~a-j=or po;rtion -iof the life in both. details tested 
was .-cons~med in .. propagating . the cra··ck through the.flange. The life 
. required for· this ·~t-age in crack growth was essentially the. ·same-1 
. for both details and ~as,only dependent upon the same controlled 
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